Given a linear system i = Ax + Bs, we compute a normal external description (N(s), D(s)), using the Hessenberg form of the pair (A, B) and embedding techniques. We show how to compute a state feedback K that s the dosed-loop invariant polynomials using a Diophantine equation. The solution to such an equation corresponds to a back substitution problem due to the special structure of the computed normal external description. The proposed algorithms are easy to implement and computationally efficent.
Introduction
The polynomial equation approach to the analy'si and synthesis in linear multivariable systems has a long history spanning decades and involving many resarchen [7, 8] . A problem that has been addresed ealy in controls reseach is the computation of minimal polynomial bases for matrix pencils [6] . The need for such polynomial bases arise from the fact that they appear in the solution of polynomials equations thereby unifying the design methodology for a variety of control strategies.
In this paper we show how to compute minimal polynomial bases for the controllability pencil of a linear multivariable system. In particular, we compute a normal external description of the controllability peacil. A normal external description is a minimal polynomial basis for the controllability pencil that also enjoys two more useful properties (c.f. Section 2). The computation of such normal descriptions involves the use of staircase forms and embedding techniques. The proposed approach is believed to be simple and computationally attractive.
Due to the structure of the computed normal external de- 
The infiuite eleentary divisors of the unimodular pencil U(s) are computed as follows [12] (3.12) In the sequel, we will show that the pair N(s), I column ordered ad column-reduced. For this pwrp will use the special brm of the matrices S and F in a: and the infinite elementary divisors of N. This fact is crucial form in order to obtain a normal external description. A different relationship will not produce a normal external desciption. Therefore, though the selection of C, is not unique, the size of the blocks has to comply wnth the rule used in (3.2), (3.3 ). An advantage of the proposed algorithm is its ability to provide helpful information for the structure of the pair (N(s), D(s)) (see (3.15)). As a matter of fact, the information about the structure of the diagonal elements in (3.15) is essential, since it provides information about the minimal reachability chains of the pair (A, B). Alternative Assume that the pair (A, B) is already in its block Hessenberg form, (AN, BH). Then select a CH as in (3.1), (3.2) , (3.3) . The selection of CH, which clearly is not unique, provides a unimodular pencil U(s) as in (3.4) . The controlability indices of the system k, k2, ..., k,,, are decreasingly ordered by magnitude. That is,
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Moreover, let cl(s), c2(s),. . . , cm(s) be the desired losed loop invariant polynomias [7] dcreasinly ordered by degree.
Our contention for the rest of this setion is the develop- Given the deired closed lop polynomial cl(s), c2(s), .., cm(s), of degrees c, C2, . .. , cm respecvey tihat sa y Renbrock's theorem, we wll u D n's algorithm [5] for selecting a pair (R, H) that is controllab .I-Ihas inmvarant polynomials Ci(s), c2(s), ... ,cm(s), ad the cotrollUability indices of the pair (R, H) are kl, k2,.. ., km.. This construction is based on the following lemma [5] . Lemma which has always has a pair of constant solutions (X, Y), where X is nonsingular [9] . Furthermore,
We briefly review here Rosenbroc's theorem [11] , in order to draw a connection later with the Diophantine equation are satisfied and equality holds when jm =0 The vehice to our approach will be the Diophantine equation (4.3). A major result concerning the solution of (4.3) was given by Ku6ra and Zagalak in [8] , which we briely review here. It has been shown in [9] where ei E RWi, the controllability of the pair (R, G) is guaranteed. Furthermore, the controllability indices of (IR, G) are cl,cZ,...,cm. The construction of H such that (R,H) has controllability indices ki, k2, ... , km is summarized in the following algorithm [5] . Algorithm 4.4 Step 1 Initialize (R, 0) as in (4.5) and (4.6).
Step 2 Let G =gi,. that these two representatiso enjoy; amely they are in the form described in (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) . Moreover (4.9) Therefore the solution of (4.8) reduces to a simple back substitution problem.
We can now summarize our proposed technique in the fob lowing algorithm. Algorithm 4.5 Step 1 For the given invariant polynomial ca(s),... ,cm*(s), construct (R, H) such that the controlability indies of (RI H) are k¾, .. ,k,, by executing Algorithm 4.5.
Step 2 Compute (N(s), D(s)), (P(s), Q(s)) by executing the algorithm proposed in Section 3.
Step 3 Compute KH from (4.9) usng back substitution. Then K = KHTJ1 QT Remark 4.2 The computation of Q(s) using the technique in Section 3 avoids any inversion that is incorporated for general matrices. this i. due to the special structur of the matrices R and H.
Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm for the computation of normal external descriptions for linear state-variable systems usi staircase forms and embedding techniques. We asociated the computed normal external description to the state feedback problem in linear systems through a Diophantine equation. Solution to such a Diophantine equation are obtained n a computationally efficient way.
